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PAC611HFM
First launched in 1990, the Pacifica series was driven
by the Californian session scene of the day - where
versatility, performance and individuality were key.
Inspired by those custom-shop guitars, and that
original vision, Pacifica 611 is today’s embodiment
of the Pacifica concept.

Specifications
Model
Construction
Scale Length
Fingerboard
Radius
Frests
Body
Neck
Tuners
Bridge
Pickups
Pickup Switch
Controls
Colors

PAC611HFM
Bolt-on
25 1/2"(648mm)
Rosewood
350mm
22
Flamed Maple + Alder
Maple (Tinted)
Grover Locking Tuner
Hardtail Bridge with Graph Tech String Saver Saddle
Seymour Duncan SP90-1n, Custom 5
3-Way
Master Volume, Master Tone(Push-Pull Coil Split)
Translucent Black, Translucent Purple, Root Beer

Root Beer
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Flamed Maple Top

Matching Headstock

Stunning high-grade flamed maple is matched with exclusive see-thru colours for an unmistakable boutique look

Colour-matched to the body, the flamed maple headstock is inspired by the legendary
Pacifica USA models

Specifications
Locking Tuners

Seymour Duncan Custom 5

Precision, pro-spec Grover locking machineheads lock strings automatically for stable
tuning and ultra-fast string changes

Like a higher-output version of the classic ’59 humbucker, the Custom 5 was developed in response
to players customizing their SH-5 Custom or SH-11 Custom pickups with Alnico 5 magnets for a
more vintage, less distorted tone but retaining a deeper bottom end than the stock ’59.

Coil Tap
The standard-equipment coil tap function allows simple switching from humbucker to
single-coil tones from the Seymour Duncan Custom 5 bridge pickup

Neck Finish

Yamaha Original Bridge Plate/Graph Tech String-Saver Saddle

Graph Tech TUSQ XL nut and string tree

The tinted, gloss-finished neck gives an irresistibly vintage look and feel

Teflon-impregnated saddles dramatically reduce string breakage while minimizing the dominant
2KHz tonal spike of metal saddles. Combining these saddles with Yamaha’s original steel bridgeplate give the perfect combination of quick response and strong sustain.

TUSQ XL is precision engineered to couple the strings vibrations to the neck and bring out hidden
harmonics and richness in every note. 500 times more slippery than graphite, the Teflon-impregnated material eliminates string-binging and ensures tuning stability, even with massive string bends.
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Seymour Duncan SP90-1
Wound with plain enamel wire on a 1950’s Leesona winding machine, the SP90-1’s tone is
a faithful reproduction of the original soapbar pickups. Short, wide bobbins give a higher
output and more powerful midrange than conventional single-coils for a fat neck pickup
tone with clarity impossible to achieve with humbucking pickups.
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Candy Apple Red

PAC510V
One pickup.
Professional hardware.
No frills.
Pacifica 510 means business, whatever style you’re playing.
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Specifications
Model
Construction
Scale Length
Fingerboard
Radius
Frests
Body
Neck
Tuners
Bridge
Pickup
Pickup Switch
Controls
Colors

PAC510V
Bolt-on
25 1/2"(648mm)
Rosewood
350mm
22
Alder
Maple (Tinted)
Grover Locking Tuner
Wilkinson VS50-6
Seymour Duncan Trembucker P-Rails
3-Way
Master Volume, Master Tone
Black, Candy Apple Red, Old Violine Sunburst
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Specifications
Locking Tuners
Precision, pro-spec Grover locking machineheads
lock strings automatically for stable tuning and
ultra-fast string changes

Graph Tech TUSQ XL nut and string tree
TUSQ XL is precision engineered to couple the strings
vibrations to the neck and bring out hidden harmonics and richness in every note. 500 times more slippery than graphite, the Teflon-impregnated material
eliminates string-binging and ensures tuning stability,
even with heavy tremolo use or massive string bends.

Wilkinson VS50 bridge
Precision machined zinc saddles are matched with
a hardened steel, knife-edge baseplate and zinc
block for outstanding feel, stability and tone.

Versatility with focus

Seymour Duncan Trembucker P-Rails

The look may be simple, but the unique specification of Pacifica 510 gives a wealth of tonal
possibilities. The single pickup design sacrifices nothing in terms of versatility but gives your
sound focus like no other guitar.

Exclusive to Yamaha Guitars, the trembucker version of the revolutionary P-Rails pickups offers full humbucker tone in position 1, soapbar single coil in position 2 and regular single coil
in position 3.

Hot-rod vintage looks
Tinted, gloss-finished neck and aged mint-green pickguard are unmistakably custom-shop hot-rod cool.
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PAC311H
With the looks, feel and versatility of Pacifica 611 built in
as standard, Pacifica 311 makes real custom-shop vibe
more accessible than ever.
Custom-wound pickups and high-grade hardware
are matched with solid tonewood construction to
give this guitar the essence of the Pacifica series –
uncompromising performance.

Specifications
Model
Construction
Scale Length
Fingerboard
Radius
Frests
Body
Neck
Tuners
Bridge
Pickups
Pickup Switch
Controls
Colors

PAC311H
Bolt-on
25 1/2"(648mm)
Rosewood
350mm
22
Alder
Maple
Grover Locking Tuner
Hardtail Bridge
P-90(AlnicoV), Humbucker(Alnico V)
3-Way
Master Volume, Master Tone(Push-Pull Coil Split)
Black, Vintage White, Red Metallic, Yellow Natural Satin

Vintage White
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